Driving Repeatability
Across Your Whole Ediscovery Portfolio
Do you know what your
organization is spending
on ediscovery?
Do you manage ediscovery
as a series of disjointed
projects?
Do you know how one case
strategy worked versus
another?

Move past the case-by-case approach and embrace ediscovery portfolio
management.

»
»
»
»
»

Standardize ediscovery practices
Predict costs and achieve visibility into expense
Achieve visibility into ediscovery expenses and data sets
Increase collaboration across the team
Achieve significant gains in efficiency and cost savings

With one platform, one process, one team and one price, Kroll Ontrack empowers
companies to collectively manage ediscovery as a portfolio - not one-off disjointed
projects - encouraging a repeatable strategy that reduces risk and cost.

Predict and Control
Ediscovery Spend
You’ve asked for ediscovery
cost flexibility, transparency
and predictability. Kroll Ontrack
delivers with a simplified
approach to ediscovery expense
management.
Available through monthly
subscription, the portfolio
pricing model is based on
ediscovery capacity and
duration for a fixed price.
It’s that simple.

Portfolio Solution

Portfolio Pricing Inclusions
Reusable capacity
Processing
Early Data Assessment (EDA)
Document review, including Technology
Assisted Review (TAR)
Unlimited productions
Professional services

Portfolio Solution
Consolidate Your Ediscovery Efforts
Unify. Clarify. Simplify. Let Kroll Ontrack bring predictability and repeatability to your ediscovery strategy, with one platform, one
process, one team and one price from Kroll Ontrack.

Portfolio Management by Kroll Ontrack
One Platform

One Price
Ediscovery for a flat fee.

»

C
 onduct early data assessment,
analysis, review and production in
a single platform

»

E
 xercise control of data volumes
and reuse storage capacity

»

S
 ee real-time metrics about your
ediscovery spend and project
details across your entire portfolio

»

C
 ollaboratively manage cases as a
collective portfolio from any device

»
»
»

P
 redict cost
E
 liminate spending spikes
A
 void continuous procurement

Kroll Ontrack’s portfolio pricing is
based on total reusable data capacity
and length of time commitment for
the service.

One Process

One Team

Standardized ediscovery management.

Dedicated to you.

Utilize Kroll Ontrack’s integrated approach to
achieve uniform, consistent processes and
increased collaboration between your company
and outside counsel, across all your cases.

Let Kroll Ontrack design a team of specialized
ediscovery experts to fit your organizational
needs. Training, support, professional services
and best practices consultation are standard
with Kroll Ontrack portfolio management.

For more information, call or visit us online.
800.347.6105 in the U.S. and Canada
+1.952.937.5161
www.ediscovery.com
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